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Abstract. Data broadcasting has been commonly deployed in many emerging mobile applications such as intelligent transportation systems and locationbased services because it is a scalable approach to disseminating information
from the mobile support station (MSS) to a large population of mobile hosts
(MHs). To provide timely data access and better data availability, MHs can
store data items broadcast by the MSS in their local caches and share cached
data items cooperatively among neighboring peers via peer-to-peer (P2P)
communication. However, MHs which are not neighbors cannot cooperate
even if they have each other’s requested data item in their own caches. Network coding is a technique, by exploiting which multiple MHs can retrieve
different requested data items from an encoded packet which encodes a number of data items broadcast by the MSS in a broadcast time unit. In this
research work, we propose to apply network coding to enabling MHs which
are not neighbors to cooperate indirectly. We devise two algorithms running
at the MSS and MHs, respectively, for making encoding decisions and decoding requested data from encoded packets. We build the simulation model
for performance evaluation and the simulation results demonstrate that the
proposed solution not only increases the bandwidth efficiency of the limited
downlink communication channel from the MSS to MHs but also enhances
the system performance by reducing the latency in satisfying requests.

1

Introduction

Data broadcast is an effective way to disseminate data in an infrastructure
network due to its scalability and flexibility. A typical infrastructure network
consists of mobile hosts (MHs) and a mobile support station (MSS). The
MSS provides information access to MHs within a certain service area. Even
when the number of MHs increases significantly, the data broadcast system
can achieve decent performance. On-demand broadcast is one of the most
promising data broadcast techniques [1]. In on-demand broadcast environments, MHs submit requests for data items to the MSS via the uplink communication channel. Outstanding requests are pended in the request queue
at the MSS. In each broadcast time unit, the MSS selects the most rewarding
data item to broadcast via the downlink communication channel according to
a certain scheduling algorithm, such as FCFS (First Come First Served) [2],
MRF (Most Requested First) [3] or RxW (Number of pending Requests Multiply Waiting time) [4], etc. Requesting MHs tune in to the downlink channel
waiting for their requested data items. However, in this typical on-demand

broadcast environment, the bandwidth efficiency of the downlink communication channel cannot be fully exploited because only those MHs requesting
the same data item can be satisfied in one broadcast time unit.
Network coding [5], originally proposed in information theory, is a technique in which intermediate nodes can combine and forward the received
data packets from multiple links [6]. It has attracted researchers’ attention
due to its potential for enhancing the system performance of both mobile
ad hoc networks [7,8,9,10] and infrastructure networks [11,12,13,14]. Zhan
et al. [14] proposed a generalized encoding framework to incorporate network coding into data scheduling algorithms for on-demand broadcast. Chen
et al. [13] proposed two novel coding assisted algorithms called ADC-1 and
ADC-2 which consider data scheduling, in addition to network coding. In
on-demand broadcast environments, with network coding, it is possible for
multiple MHs requesting different data items to be satisfied simultaneously
(i.e. in one broadcast time unit) by utilizing their cached data items.
With the recent development of peer-to-peer (P2P) wireless communication technologies, a new information sharing paradigm appears. Mobile
clients can not only retrieve information from the server, but also share information among peers. The peers of an MH refer to those MHs which reside
in the transmission range of the MH. This kind of information sharing among
peers is called cooperative caching [15]. Several cooperative caching schemes
were proposed in mobile environments in the recent decade [16,17]. Ting and
Chang [18] proposed an improved cooperative caching scheme called groupbased cooperative caching (GCC) to enhance the performance of most groupbased caching schemes by exchanging a bitmap data directory periodically
among MHs. In our previous work [15,19,20], COCA (cooperative caching)
and GroCoca (group-based cooperative caching) have been proposed for data
dissemination in on-demand broadcast environments. In particular, COCA is
a cooperative caching framework, in which P2P communication technology is
used for information sharing among peers. GroCoca extends COCA based on
the concept of a tightly-coupled group (TCG), which is a group of MHs that
are geographically and operationally close to each other. Note that peers are
not necessarily the members of the same TCG. However, in any group-based
cooperative caching schemes, it is difficult for MHs who are not neighbors to
collaborate, even though they have in their caches the data items requested
by others. Since network coding has the potential to exploit cached data items
to serve different MHs, whether they are peers not, it is possible for network
coding to bridge the gap between MHs residing out of each other’s communication range and further improve the system performance of cooperative
caching.
The main contributions of this paper are outlined as follows. First, we
exploit the synergy between network coding and cooperative caching. On the
one hand, network coding strengthens the information sharing paradigm of
cooperative caching by enabling MHs residing in different groups to cooperate. Similar to the situation of cooperative caching, in case they have each
other’s requested data item in their own caches, the MSS can encode multiple requested data items in a single packet for broadcasting and the MHs

can retrieve their own requested data items simultaneously in one broadcast
time unit. Otherwise, the MSS has to broadcast the requested data items
one by one in multiple broadcast time units. On the other hand, cooperative caching facilitates the operation of network coding. Consider a request
submitted by an MH to the MSS. MHs in the same group of this requesting
MH cannot have the requested data item in their own caches. Otherwise,
they can simply share the data item with the requesting MH. Therefore, the
MSS does not need to consider the cache contents of the MHs in the same
group of the requesting MH in making the encoding decisions. Second, we
introduce a novel system model by incorporating network coding into the
cooperative caching framework. In particular, we outline the communication
protocol of the system and propose two algorithms. One is running at the
MSS side to encode a number of requested data items in a single packet for
broadcasting. The other is running at the MH side for multiple MHs to decode the packet with their cached data items and retrieve different data items
to satisfy their requests in a single broadcast time unit. Last, we build the
simulation model for performance evaluation. The simulation results demonstrate that incorporating network coding into cooperative caching makes the
data scheduling more flexible, further increases the bandwidth efficiency of
the downlink communication channel, and significantly improves the system
performance in terms of reducing data access latency.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. A novel coding-based cooperative caching system is introduced and two algorithms are proposed in
Section 2. Section 3 builds the simulation model. Section 4 conducts the
performance evaluation. Finally, we conclude this work in Section 5.

2

Coding-based Cooperative Caching

In this section, we introduce a novel cooperative caching system called Codingbased Cooperative Caching, and then propose two cooperative caching algorithms. One algorithm is running at the MSS to encode and broadcast data
packets to MHs, and the other algorithm is running at MHs to receive and
decode data packets broadcast by the MSS.
2.1

Architecture

The system architecture shown in Fig. 1 consists of one MSS and a number
of MHs. Suppose there are N umM H MHs m1 , m2 , ..., mN umM H and each
of them has a unique identifier. The MSS contains a database of N umData
data items d1 , d2 , ..., dN umData . Each MH has a local cache storing data items
received from either the MSS or neighbouring MHs. In the system, both the
MSS and MHs have certain communication area determined by their respective transmission range. One MH can communicate with others residing in
its own communication area. All the MHs are in the communication area
of the MSS, which means that MHs can always communicate with the MSS
wherever they move. Each MH does not manage its cache alone. Instead,
multiple MHs share their cached data items cooperatively via P2P communication. There are two P2P communication paradigms: P2P broadcast and
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Fig. 1. System Architecture

P2P point-to-point. All MHs within the transmission range of the source MH
receive the broadcast message in P2P broadcast communication, while there
is only one destination MH for the source MH in P2P point-to-point communication. IEEE 802.11 and CSMA/CA (Carrier Sense Multiple Access with
Collision Avoidance) are adopted in the wireless communication channels to
transmit data and avoid collisions.
Communication Protocol: If an MH cannot find the desired data item
in its local cache, it broadcasts a request for the data item to its peers through
P2P broadcast communication. The peers which cache the required data item
send a reply message back to the requesting MH through P2P point-to-point
communication. Within a timeout period, if the requesting MH receives the
reply messages from its peers, the peer from which the MH receives the first
reply is selected as a target peer. Then, the requesting MH sends a retrieve
message, which informs the target peer to reply the data item through P2P
point-to-point communication. When the target MH receives the retrieve
message, it sends the required data item to the requesting MH. After the
timeout period, if no peer sends back a reply message, the requesting MH will
submit a request to the MSS for the data item. The MSS maintains a request
queue for outstanding requests submitted by MHs. According to a certain
scheduling algorithm, the MSS fetches data items from the database and
makes the decision whether to encode them or not based on the information
of both cached items and required items of each MH. In each broadcast time
unit, the MSS broadcasts either an encoded or uncoded data item via the
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Fig. 2. A Network Coding Example

downlink channel to serve outstanding requests. The objective is to utilize
the limited broadcast bandwidth efficiently.
The timeout period is initially set to the round-trip time of P2P commu+ reply size
nication channel such that timeout is computed by: request size
×ϕ
BWP 2P
initially, where BWP 2P is the bandwidth of P2P communication channel and
ϕ is a congestion factor. Then, for each P2P broadcast, the requesting MH
records the duration τ from the moment the requesting MH broadcasts the
request to its peers to the moment a reply message is received for continuously
adjusting the timeout period. Accordingly, the timeout period is computed
by: τ + ϕ0 στ , where τ and στ are the mean and standard deviation of τ , respectively, while ϕ0 is the system parameter to weight the standard deviation
in computing the timeout period.
Therefore, there are three possible situations that an MH may encounter
when requesting a data item. (1) Local Cache Hit: If the required data item
can be found in its local cache, it is a local cache hit. Otherwise, it is a local
cache miss. (2) Global Cache Hit: If the MH encounters a local cache miss,
it attempts to enlist its neighbouring peers for help. If any peer caches and
replies the required data item, it is a global cache hit. Otherwise, it is a cache
miss. (3) Server Request: If the MH encounters a global cache miss, it will
send a server request to the MSS via the uplink channel. Then, the MH will
tune in to the downlink broadcast channel to retrieve the required data item.
2.2

Proposed Algorithms

Network coding has the potential to further improve the bandwidth efficiency
of the downlink channel. We verify this claim with the following example.
Assume there is one MSS and two MHs m1 and m2 in the system as shown
in Fig. 2. m1 and m2 are not peers. Suppose the MSS has a database with
two data items d1 and d2 . m1 caches d1 and requires d2 , while m2 caches d2
and requires d1 . Since both m1 and m2 cannot find their required data items
in their own caches or from their peers, they need to submit requests for their

required data items to the MSS. In the conventional broadcast strategy, the
MSS needs to broadcast twice (d1 , d2 in sequence) to satisfy both requests. In
contrast, with network coding, the MSS only needs to broadcast one encoded
data packet d1 ⊕ d2 (bit-by-bit XOR operation) to satisfy both requests.
When m1 receives d1 ⊕ d2 , it can get d2 by d1 ⊕ (d1 ⊕ d2 ). m2 can get d1 in
a similar way.

Algorithm 1 MSS Scheduling and Encoding Algorithm at Each Broadcast
Time Unit
1: Fetch the request, i.e., R(mi , dj ), at the head of the request queue Q, where mi is the
MH sending the request and dj is the data item mi requests;
2: M axN um ← 0;
3: ClientsT oSatisf y ← φ;
4: DataT oBroadcast ← dj ;
5: for each R(mk , dl ) ∈ Q do
6:
if dl = dj then
7:
M axN um ← M axN um + 1;
8:
ClientsT oSatisf y ← ClientsT oSatisf y ∪ {mk };
9:
end if
10: end for
11: Suppose the cache content of mi is Ci in the MSS view;
12: for each dp ∈ Ci do
13:
ClientsT oSatisf yEncode ← φ;
14:
M axN umEncode ← 0;
15:
for each R(mr , dt ) ∈ Q do
16:
Suppose the cache content of mr is Cr in the MSS view;
17:
if dj = dt and dp ∈ Cr then
18:
M axN umEncode ← M axN umEncode + 1;
19:
ClientsT oSatisf yEncode ← ClientsT oSatisf yEncode ∪ {mr };
20:
else if dp = dt and dj ∈ Cr then
21:
M axN umEncode ← M axN umEncode + 1;
22:
ClientsT oSatisf yEncode ← ClientsT oSatisf yEncode ∪ {mr };
23:
end if
24:
end for
25:
if M axN umEncode > M axN um then
26:
M axN um ← M axN umEncode;
27:
ClientsT oSatisf y ← ClientsT oSatisf yEncode;
28:
DataT oBroadcast ← dj ⊕ dp ;
29:
end if
30: end for
31: Broadcast the data packet in DataT oBroadcast and prefix the MH identifiers in
ClientsT oSatisf y;

First, we propose an algorithm running at the MSS (the pseudocode is
shown in Algorithm 1). This algorithm is used for the MSS to schedule,
encode and finally broadcast requested data items to MHs. When a request
arrives at the MSS, it is inserted into the tail of the request queue. In order to
illustrate the impact of network coding on the system performance, we adopt
simple first-come-first-served (FCFS) scheduling algorithm at the server and
encode only two data items in a packet. The MSS seeks to maximize the
number of requests to be satisfied in a broadcast unit, on the basis of satisfying the request pending at the head of the request queue first. Note that a

Algorithm 2 A Requesting MH mi ’s Action When Receiving Data Packet
DataT oBroadcast Broadcast by the MSS
1: Suppose the request of mi is R(mi , dj ), pending in the request queue Q. The
cache content of mi is Ci . MHs intended to be served by the current broadcast is
ClientsT oSatisf y;
2: if DataT oBroadcast is an unencoded packet, i.e., dk then
3:
if dj = dk then
4:
Obtain the requested data item dj and and notify the MSS to remove R(mi , dj );
5:
else
6:
Ignore dk and wait for the MSS’s next service;
7:
end if
8: else if DataT oBroadcast is an encoded packet, i.e., dk ⊕ dp then
9:
if dj = dk and dp ∈ Ci then
10:
Obtain the requested data item dj by dp ⊕(dk ⊕dp ) and notify the MSS to remove
R(mi , dj );
11:
else if dj = dp and dk ∈ Ci then
12:
Obtain the requested data item dj by dk ⊕(dk ⊕dp ) and notify the MSS to remove
R(mi , dj );
13:
else if mi ∈ ClientsT oSatisf y then
14:
Notify the MSS to update its view and wait for the MSS’s next service;
15:
else
16:
Ignore dk ⊕ dp and wait for the MSS’s next service;
17:
end if
18: end if

request can be assumed to be satisfied in the MSS’s view if its requested data
item is broadcast directly or one data item in the broadcast data packet is
requested and the other data item exists in the requesting client’s cache. A
requested data item will be encoded with another requested data item only
if the encoded packet can serve more requests in comparison to the case that
the requested data item is unencoded.
Then, we propose an algorithm running at MHs (the pseudocode is shown
in Algorithm 2). This algorithm is used for MHs to receive and decode data
packets broadcast by the MSS. The MSS maintains a view of the cache content of all MHs in the system by tracing the requests submitted by MHs and
data items broadcast to serve the requests. Since the cache size of MHs is limited and MHs may cache data items obtained from its peers, the data items
in an MH’s cache may change from time to time, leading to inconsistency
between the MSS view and the real cache content of MHs. We adopt a lazy
approach to minimize the maintenance cost of the view. The MSS schedules
and encodes according to its cache view. When the MSS broadcasts an encoded packet, it prefixes a list of MH identifiers of intended recipients who
should be able to decode the packet and retrieve the requested data items.
If an MH in the list can decode the packet and obtain the required data
item, it notifies the MSS to remove its request pending in the request queue.
Otherwise, if the MH cannot decode the packet, which implies that the MSS
view is inconsistent with the real cache content of MH, the MH will send the
identifier of data items in its cache to the MSS to update the MSS view. The
request of the MH remains in the request queue waiting for the MSS’s next
service.

3

Simulation Model

We construct a simulation model as described in Section 3 in C++ using
CSIM [21]. In our model, there is an MSS and N umM H MHs. Each MH
has a cache of size CacheSize. MHs move in an area of 3000 m × 3000 m.
The service range of the MSS covers the whole area. The MSS broadcasts
data items to MHs via downlink communication channel with a bandwidth
of BWdownlink . MHs send requests to the MSS via uplink channel with a
bandwidth of BWuplink . The P2P communication channel is used for an MH
to communicate with its peers with the bandwidth of BWP 2P .

3.1

Client Model

The MHs move in the service area of the MSS. MHs can communicate with
each other within the transmission range of T ranRange. MHs can be divided
into several motion groups, each with GroupSize MHs. The mobility of MHs
in a group is based on the reference point group mobility model [22], in which
there is a logical motion center as the reference for the whole group. The
group mobility is based on the random waypoint mobility model [23]. The
logical group center randomly chooses its destination and moves towards it
at a speed from a uniform distribution U(vmin , vmax ). When it reaches the
destination, it rests for a second and randomly chooses another destination.
Then it moves towards the destination and changes the speed according to
the same uniform distribution.
The request model is a closed model, in which an MH can request another
data item only after its last request has been satisfied. The size of a request
is ReqSize. The reply and retrieve message sizes of the COCA communication protocol are RepSize and RetSize respectively. The timeout parameters
are ϕ and ϕ0 . The data access pattern follows the Zipf distribution, with a
skewness parameter θ, where 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1. When θ equals 0, it is a uniform
distribution. As θ gets larger, the accesses to data items get more skewed.
The time period between two consecutive requests by an MH follows an exponential distribution with a mean of one second. Note that in this paper,
the local processing time at MHs is considered negligible, because the cost of
decoding using bit-by-bit XOR operation is low [13].

3.2

Server Model

There is one MSS in the system, which serves the MHs in the area of 3000
m × 3000 m. The database in the MSS maintains N umData data items and
the size of each data item is DataSize. Outstanding requests are pended in
the request queue at the MSS. In each broadcast tick, the MSS schedules
the request with FCFS policy and encodes the requested data items with the
purpose of satisfying as many requests as possible. The key parameters and
their default values in the simulation are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Default parameter settings

Parameters
Values
N umM H
300
GroupSize
3
N umData
1000
T ranRange
100 m
CacheSize
100 data items
θ
0.6
DataSize
32 kb
ReqSize, RepSize, RetSize
512 b
BWdownlink
10 Mbps
BWuplink
1 Mbps
BWP 2P
5 Mbps
vmin
1 m/s
vmax
5 m/s
0
ϕ, ϕ
10, 3
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4.1

Performance Evaluation
Performance Metrics

We use the following metrics to evaluate the performance of the coding-based
cooperative caching.
Server Request Ratio Server Request Ratio is the percentage of the number of service requests to the total number of requests:
T otal N umber of Server Requests
× 100%
T otal N umber of Requests
Server Broadcast Productivity Server Broadcast Productivity is the percentage of the number of server requests satisfied to the total number of
packets broadcast by the MSS:
T otal N umber of Server Requests Satisf ied
T otal N umber of P ackets Broadcast by the M SS
It describes the average number of requests satisfied by one data packet.
Encoded Packet Broadcast Ratio Encoded Packet Broadcast Ratio is
the percentage of the number of encoded packets broadcast by the MSS to
the total number of packets broadcast by the MSS:
T otal N umber of Encoded P ackets Broadcast by the M SS
× 100%
T otal N umber of P ackets Broadcast by the M SS

It describes the effectiveness of network coding in the system.

Mean Request Queue Length It describes the mean number of requests
pending in the request queue.
Average Server Request Latency It describes the waiting time from the
moment a client sends a server request to the MSS to the moment its request
is finally satisfied.
Average Data Access Latency It describes the average time period from
the moment an MH wants a data item to the moment the desired data item
is obtained.
4.2

Simulation Results

In this section, we present the performance results of the coding-based cooperative caching. We compare the performance of Coding-based GroCoca (denoted as GCC-NC) with non-cooperative caching scheme (denoted as NCC),
non-cooperative caching scheme with network coding (denoted as NCC-NC),
COCA scheme (denoted as CC), COCA scheme with network coding (denoted as CC-NC), and GroCoca (denoted as GCC). The results are collected
obtained after the system reaches a steady state, in which all caches of MHs
are filled with data items. The experiment continues until each MH generates
over 2000 requests after the warmup period.
Effect of Cache Size First, we study the effect of cache size on system
performance by increasing the cache size from 20 to 180 data items. Fig. 3(a)
shows that the server request ratio decreases. This is because the local cache
hit and global cache hit ratio both increase. The cache hit ratios increase
because a larger cache size leads to a higher chance for MHs to obtain data
items locally or from peers. As shown in Fig. 3(b), the schemes with network
coding have better performance in broadcast productivity than their noncoding versions. In Fig. 3(c), the encoded packet broadcast ratio increases
in NCC-NC and CC-NC because larger cache size leads to higher chance for
network coding. As depicted in Fig. 3(d), the schemes with network coding
have shorter request queue length than their non-coding versions because
network coding can satisfy more requests in one broadcast time unit and thus
abate the broadcast pressure. This also leads to less average server request
latency of the schemes with network coding as shown in Fig. 3(e). In Fig. 3(f),
the average data access latency decreases, because the time cost is much lower
for an MH to obtain a data item from its local cache or from its peers than
from the MSS. CC utilizes cooperative caching, so it has less average data
access latency than NCC. GCC outperforms CC because GCC increases the
chance for an MH to obtain the required data item in its TCG. All the
schemes with network coding have better average data access latency than
the non-coding versions because network coding can significantly reduce the
server request latency.
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Fig. 3. Effect of cache size on system performance

Effect of Access Pattern Next, we study the effect of access pattern on
system performance by increasing the skewness parameter θ from 0 to 1. As θ
gets larger, MHs have more common interest and so the chance for an MH to
find desired data items in its local cache and its peers’ caches becomes higher.
Therefore, the number of requests sent to the MSS decreases, leading to the
decrease of the server request ratio as shown in Fig. 4(a). The schemes with
network coding have better performance in broadcast productivity than their
non-coding versions as shown in Fig. 4(b). Fig. 4(c) describes the encoded
packet broadcast ratio decreases as θ gets larger. Skewed data access patterns degrades the efficiency of network coding. As depicted in Fig. 4(d), the
schemes with network coding have shorter request queue length than their
non-coding versions. So the schemes with network coding have less average
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Fig. 4. Effect of access pattern on system performance

server request latency as depicted in Fig. 4(e). In Fig. 4(f), the average data
access latency decreases, because the server request ratio decreases and the
time cost is much lower for an MH to obtain a data item from its local cache
or from its peers than from the MSS. All the schemes with network coding
have better average data access latency than the non-coding versions because
network coding can significantly reduce the server request latency. GCC-NC
has the best performance in terms of average data access latency among all
the schemes.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we have introduced a novel cooperative caching architecture by
incorporating network coding into on-demand broadcast environments. MHs

who are not neighbors can collaborate indirectly by utilizing their own cached
data items. In particular, we have outlined the communication protocol of the
system model and proposed two algorithms running at the MSS side and MH
side. The MSS encodes multiple data items to satisfy as many MHs as possible
in a single broadcast time unit, while MHs retrieve different requested data
items from a single encoded packet simultaneously. Finally, the experimental
results show that coding-based non-cooperative caching scheme (NCC-NC),
coding-based COCA scheme (CC-NC) and coding-based GroCoca scheme
(GCC-NC) all outperform their respective non-coding counterparts in terms
of enhancing the bandwidth efficiency of the downlink communication channel and reducing the data access latency. Above all, coding-based GroCoca
has the best performance among all the schemes, which confirms the synergy
between network coding and group-based cooperative caching.
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